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Synergistic Use of Virtual Screening and
Biophysical Methods for the Protein-
Based Design of Peptidomimetics

Didier Rognana,b*, Caterina Bissantza,b, Severine Dediera, Antoine Logeana,b, and Stefan Reinelta

Abstract: Combining virtual screening with biophysical studies of protein-ligand complexes is an effective tool
for designing new peptidomimetics. When a three-dimensional structure of the target protein is known,
automated docking of chemical databases can be used as a powerful filter to reduce the number of molecules
that will be further tested. Easy screening of potential hits can then be performed using fluorescence
polarization techniques, if a fluorescent-labeled ligand already exists forthe target. In addition, thermodynamic
properties of protein-ligand complexes can be measured by circular dichroism spectroscopy.
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Pharmaceutical chemistry has just en-
tered a new era with the complete se-
quencing of a human genome [1]. The
number of potentially interesting drug
targets will no doubt dramatically in-
crease in the coming years. To just give
an idea of the revolution to come, about
SOD targets are currently used by the
modern pharmacopoeia, but between
5000 and 10000 are foreseen in the near
future [2]. A significant number of these
new targets will probably be orphan tar-
gets for which no or very little informa-
tion on endogenous ligands will be avail-
able. To get first insights into the molecu-
lar structures of such ligands, peptide
combinatorial libraries [3] offer the great
advantage of being synthetically accessi-
ble within short time scale so that peptide
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ligands often constitute the very first
step in the design of novel pharmaceuti-
cals [4]. As peptides remain very sensi-
tive to enzymatic degradation, they are,
however, not well suited for clinical de-
velopment. One intense research area of
the last decade has therefore been the de-
sign of peptidomimetics sharing binding
properties similar to that of their peptide
parents but with enhanced pharmacoki-
netic profiles. Significant success had
been reported notably in the field of pro-
tease inhibitors [5][6] but these are often
restricted to short-length peptide mimics
(about four to six residues). Mimicking
longer peptide sequences is presently
possible in only a very few cases [7].

1.Virtual Screening as a Potent
Hit-finding Method

1.1. How to Begin with Virtual
Screening

We have been interested for the last
two years in developing a rational design
strategy aimed at mimicking long peptide
sequences (about ten amino acids) by
small molecular weight organic mole-
cules. Ultra-fast high-throughput screen-
ing (uHTS) of huge collections of chemi-
cals is becoming standard in major
pharmaceutical companies [8] but is far
beyond the means of any academic envi-

ronment. Furthermore, its real relevance
to the design of better clinical candidates
is still a matter of debate [9][10].
Progress in computer science has recent-
ly opened new avenues for integrating
cheminformatics, data mining and com-
putational chemistry in lead finding. Sev-
eral large two-dimensional databases
(corporate or academic) comprising sev-
eral hundred thousand molecules are now
available and can be filtered prior to ex-
perimental screening. Starting from the
Advanced Chemicals Directory (MDL,
San Leandro) which currently contains
about 290 000 chemicals, a 'chemical fil-
tering' enables us to discard about 75%
of the database using very simple filters:
(i) molecular weight under SOD, (ii) elim-
inating chemically reactive and toxic
molecules, (iii) discarding inorganic
compounds (Fig. 1).

A 'pharmacokinetic' filter might then
be applied to retrieve 'drug-like' mole-
cules sharing specific physicochemical
properties (number of H-bond donors and
acceptors, 10gP, polar surface area)
[11][12] that maximize oral bioavailabil-
ity. For each of the 75 000 remaining
molecules, three-dimensional (3D) coor-
dinates can be accurately computed from
the two-dimensional (2D) structure using
3D conversion programs like CaRINA
[13]. As a last filter, the 3D database is
docked into the binding site of the target
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2D-database

nate true hits from random ligands (Fig.
2), (ii) enrich a reduced library by at least
a factor 10 (Fig. 3), (iii) retrieve about
50% of all true hits.

However, significant progress still
needs to be made in order to (i) predict
the exact protein-bound orientation of the
ligands, (ii) predict the absolute binding
free energy of the retrieved hit, (iii) dis-
criminate true hits from chemically simi-
lar but inactive compounds, (iv) catch
100% of the true hits. Interestingly,
promising preliminary results have been
obtained by screening chemical databas-
es against a homology model of a G Pro-
tein-Coupled receptor, suggesting that
virtual screening does not absolutely re-
quire high-resolution X-ray protein struc-
tures.

Thus, virtual screening programs can
be used with significant efficiency in hit
hunting programs for prioritizing ligand
synthesis and experimental testing. We
are currently applying virtual screening
methods to develop totally new immuno-
suppressants as well as to discover non-
peptide inhibitors of bacterial enzymes
(Enzyme I of the phosphoenolpyruvate:
sugar phosphotransferase) for a new class
of antibiotics. In the latter case, virtual
screening of a large chemical database
(270000 compounds) allowed a list of 20
potential hits to be proposed within four
days, one of which displayed f..LMaffinity
for the target enzyme. Scoring hits as ac-
curately as possible being an essential
feature of virtual screening, we devel-
oped in collaboration with Novartis a
new scoring function [14] particularly
suited to predict absolute binding free
energies from 3D models.
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PKfiltering

Thermodynamic
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3D-database

Docking
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Fig. 1. Our approach for integrating protein-based virtual screening with biophysics of protein-
ligand interactions; This procedure is currently used for two main projects: (i) design of
non-peptide T-cell receptor antagonists, (ii) design of phosphoenolpyruvate:sugar phospho-
transferase Enzyme I inhibitors.

protein to retrieve molecules presenting
optimal complementarity (score) to the
target's active site. This implies that (i)
the 3D structure of the target protein has
been solved by either X-ray diffraction
and(or) NMR spectroscopy, (ii) in ab-
sence of any experimentally-determined
protein structure, a high-resolution pro-
tein model should be available, (iii) the
binding site has been experimentally de-
termined.

1.2. Virtual Screening:
Reality or I/Iusion?

Our experience in database docking
strongly suggests the simultaneous use of
several docking and scoring techniques
(Fig. 2). We critically judged the accura-
cy of several docking/scoring schemes by
trying to find ten true hits out of a random

library of 1000 'drug-like' molecules for
two protein test cases. The thymidine ki-
nase (TK) of the Herpes Simplex Virus
was first chosen as a hard test because of
its open active site, a significant degree
of induced fit upon ligand binding, the
participation of water molecules in medi-
ating ligand binding. The antagonist-
bound conformation of the estrogen re-
ceptor (ER) was chosen as an easier sec-
ond test. Its active site is made of a close
apolar cavity, few conformational chang-
es of the protein upon ligand binding are
observed. In both cases, sufficient exper-
imental data (binding free energies of
protein-ligand complexes, X-ray struc-
tures) were available to evaluate the ac-
curacy of virtual screening methods. It
turned out that even in the very difficult
TK case, it was possible to (i) discrimi-

2. Biophysical Studies of Protein-
Ligand Interactions

Once a hit list has been proposed from
virtual screening, potentially interesting
molecules should be easily tested for
binding affinity to their host target. We
currently use two main techniques (fluo-
rescence polarization, circular dichro-
ism) for this purpose.

2.1. Fluorescence Polarization:
a Simple and Fast Method for
Studying Protein-Ligand Complexes
in Solution

A main disadvantage of most meth-
ods aimed at measuring binding con-
stants is that they require separation of
the bound from the free ligand. Using flu-
orescence polarization (FP), no washing
and separation steps are required. By
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Fig. 2. Virtual screening of a 3D database
containing 990 random ligands and ten true
hits. ligands were flexibly docked using either
Dock4.0 (left panels) or FlexX1.8 (middle pan-
els) and Gold1.1 (right panels) at a pace of
about 100 sec/molecule. All potential hits were
ranked using seven different scoring functions
(Chemscore, Dock, FlexX, Fresno, Gold, Pmf
and Score) against two different targets (Her-
pes Simplex virus thymidine kinase or TK,
estrogen receptor or ER). The best docking/
scoring combinations are shown for TK (A-C)
and ERscreening (D-F). Scores oftrue hits and
'random' molecules are indicated by grey and
white bars, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Effect of consensus scoring on the enrichment factor in true
hits obtained by virtual screening of TK and ER. The enrichment
factor is the ratio of the percentage of true hits found by virtual
screening to the same percentage found by random screening.
The best enrichment factors are shown for TK screening (panel A)
whereas averaged enrichment factors are displayed for ERscreen-
ing (panel B) using either a single scoring function (dark bars) or a
consensus scoring with two (grey bars) or three (white bars)
scoring functions.
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ligand (KD) [16] and in some cases to ex-
perimental inhibition constants (KJ
Thus small changes of either the ligand or
the protein may be easily monitored [17]
from the thermodynamic point of view
(Fig. 5B). One particular interesting as-
pect of Stichexperimental comparisons is
that LlTm values measured by CD spec-
troscopy can be related to binding free
energy differences [18].
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Fig. 4. Fluorescence polarization studies of peptide association/dissociation to a class I MHG
protein. A. Kinetics of peptide association, (B) kinetics of peptide dissociation, (C)determination
of binding constants (IGso. Kj) for a peptide competitor.

Fig. 5a. As the temperature increases, the
peptide ligand is progressively expelled
from the binding site and the free protein
unfolds, thus leading to a loss in second-
ary structure. This method has the advan-
tage that it requires no labeling of either
the protein or the ligand. Melting temper-
atures (Tm) of protein-ligand complexes
are usually strongly correlated to the
equilibrium dissociation constant of the

III:Fluorescence intensity in the paral-
lel plane

Ir Fluorescence intensity in the per-
pendicular plane.

A fluorescent-labeled molecule, when
excited with plane polarized light, will
emit light in the same plane if the mole-
cule slowly rotates throughout the excit-
ed state (a few ns in the case of fluores-
cein). If the molecule tumbles much fast-
er, light will be emitted in all directions.
Thus, the degree to which emission inten-
sity moves from the original plane to the
perpendicular one is related to the mobil-
ity of the probe. If the probe is free in so-
lution, FP values will be rather low (typi-
cally around 50 mP). If the probe is
bound to a macromolecule, fluorescence
emission will be polarized and FP values
will be much higher (up to 500 mP).

We routinely use FP for studying
class I MHC-ligand interactions (Fig. 4)
to determine (i) association and dissocia-
tion kinetic constants, (ii) half-lives (tl12)
of MHC-ligand complexes, (iii) screen-
ing potential new hits, (iv) determine
binding constants (Kj, ICso).

2.2. Folding/Unfolding of Protein-
Ligand Complexes Monitored by CD
Spectroscopy

Determining kinetic parameters is es-
sential in the field of MHC ligands as the
stability of the MHC-ligand complex is
much more important than the simple
binding affinity of the ligand for its host
MHC protein. Thus determining the ther-
modynamic stability of protein-ligand
complexes is a very important issue. One
method of choice is to follow by CD
spectroscopy the loss of the protein's sec-
ondary structure upon denaturation using
either denaturing agents (urea, guanidin-
ium chloride) or temperature. We typi-
cally use the temperature denaturation
method, as it is less time-consuming than
other approaches. The temperature at
which 50% of the protein unfolds (indi-
cated as melting temperature or Tm) will
be dependent on the thermodynamic sta-
bility of the protein-ligand complex. A
typical denaturation curve of a class I
MHC-peptide complex is indicated in

simply mixing a soluble preparation of
the target protein, a fluorescent-labeled
ligand with or without a competitor, one
can easily determine binding constants.

Fluorescence polarization (FP) was
originally described in 1926 by Perrin
[15] (Eqn. 1)

FP = (111- 11) / (III+ 11) (1)
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Fig. 5. Thermal denaturation of MHC-peptide complexes monitored by CD spectroscopy at
218 nm [17]. (A)Typical denaturation curve, (B) Comparison of two complexes between a class
I MHC protein and two peptides (peptide A: Tm = 39°C; peptide B: Tm = 59°C)

3. Outlook

In the very near future, the number of
therapeutically interesting targets will in-
crease tremendously. More than ever,
there will be a need to rationalize experi-
mental screening of potential hits to de-
crease as much as possible the size of
chemical libraries to be screened. Virtual
screening methods are now in a position
to be used as a filter prior to experimental
testing. They have already been success-
ful, notably on orphan targets for which
very little information about the endog-
enous ligand is known. As pharmacoki-

netic parameters also begin to be taken
into account for filtering libraries of
'drug-like' molecules, coupling virtual to
experimental screening shows a very
promising approach for hunting not only
hits but also lead compounds with better
pharmacokinetic profiles.
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